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“There is no higher work than evangelistic canvassing, for it involves the performance of the highest moral duties.
Those who engage in this work need always to be under the control of the Spirit of God.” - CM 12

DRAWING BOX BLESSINGS
Drawing boxes have really proven to be an effective tool in reaching people. The third place I put my drawing
box was a small grocery store in Pulaski, TN. When I realized I would not be able to pick it up when planned, but
would have to leave it in the store for another day, I prayed something good would come out of it. It sure did!
On the same day as I picked up the drawing box and delivered the Bible to the winner, I wrote up orders totaling
$990 for people that had put cards in the box. One of them was a lady who had put in a card early that same
morning! If I had picked up the box when I had planned to, she would not have gotten the books she got! When I
visited her home, she told me she had bought three magabooks from someone a few years back. That was from
me! I recognized her by her face, personality and nicely decorated living room: she had nicely framed Bible
verses on the wall. She is the manager of Hampton Inn and has grandchildren that often come over. They really
liked the magabooks and she was very happy to get a larger set of books from me now. She got the Children's
Century Classics set, the Bible Reference Century Classics set, and a Family Bible. She paid $70 down and said
that was the best $70 she had ever spent.
She had almost not let me in, because she was very tired and needed to get some sleep before going back to
work, but she kept saying how happy she was that she did let me in and that she was getting these books. A couple of hours later I was impressed to go back and ask her about adding another Bible to her order. It was her
daughter's birthday that day. She was glad I came back, and gladly added a second Family Bible.
The drawing winner was a poor young mother in an apartment. She and her family were happy for the Family
Bible, and I was happy to give it to them:

We have a mission to reach people where they are. It is a privilege to be out in the field, finding people who are
ready to receive materials that can help them get closer to God.
Sincerely,
Hans Smars
“The church must give her attention to the canvassing work. This is one way in which she is to shine in the world.
Then she will go forth, fair as the moon, clear as the sun and terrible as an army with banners.” RH Jan. 1, 1901
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Hans Smars
is our Star Points Award Winner
for the second week in a row.

Congratulations Hans!
Watch the mail for your award check.

Testimony Stories
Don’t forget to send in your written testimonials of how God is moving in your Literature Ministry. Your submitted canvassing experiences will be featured in this newsletter and, for the
time being, for each testimonial used you will receive a $50.00 check, courtesy of a generous
lay donor who is a strong supporter of the Publishing Ministry.
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